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Minutes
Of the l2th meeting of the Monitoring committee of Operational Programme
"Environment 2007 - 2013*

l"

June 2010,, Calista Grand Hall, Calista Spa Hotel

The Chairperson of the Monitoring Committee (MC) of Operational Progrcmme

,,Er_rvironment 2007
2013" (OPE) and deputy minister of environment and water Mrs.
Ivelina Vasileva opened the twelfth meeting of the Monitoring Committee. She welcomed the
members of the MC, the guests, the beneficiaries as well as the guests from the European
Commission and the media representatives.

-

Mrs. Vasileva pointed out that OPE is the only.operational pro$amme, directly related to the
implementation of legislative commitments, that also influence the people and providing
clean and secure environment and care for their health and gafety.

Mrs. Vasileva gave the floor to Mr. Zhivko Todorov, mayor of Stara Zagora municipality in
the context of the signing of contract between the Ministry of Environment and Water
(MoEW) and. Stara Zagora municipality for construction and modemization of the water
supply and sewerage network in the city.

Mr. Todorov welcomed everybody and said that the signing of the conhact will lead to the
construction. of modem sewerage and water supply network, a step forward for the city and
the municipality and it would lay new horizons for investments. Mr. Todorov shortly

described the pioject: its value is over 40 MBGN, of which the grant aid is over 19 M:BGN.
The municipality will contribute \ /ith I MBGN, 7 MBGN is the national co-financing. 27 km
of sewerage network and 2 km of water supply network will be constructed. The deadline for
completing the construction works is 21 months (or 30 September 2014), the project should
be complJted by 31 December 2014. Mr. Todorov thanked everybody for the hard work and
wished success to Mr. Mandmets' team. He said that without the financial aid from the
European union such projects could not be accomplished.
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The chairperson of the MC thanked Mr. Todorov for the words and said that Stara Zagora is
an example for will, motivation, ambition and capacity for realization of such project and
gave the floor to Mrs. Nona Karadjova, minister of environment and water.

Mrs. Karadjova welcomed the participants in the MC and made short review of

the

programme, underlining its importance for the protection and restoration of the Bulgarian
nature and pointed out the social dimensions of the programme, with whose funds the country
constructs infrastructure, dedicated for the next twenty or fifty years ahead. She pointed out
the great amount of activities, conducted by the Managing authority (MA) and the
Intermediate body (IB) of OPE, such as the regular practice to meet witli beneficiaries, the
start-up of the programming activities, the verification activities and the good partnership
with the EC. Mrs. Karadjova presented the progress of the programme, she pointed out that
there are 2,5 billion euro contracted, mainly in the water and waste sectors. The projects under
evaluation are for around 2,9 billion euro. The total financial resource of the programme is 3,5
billion euro, therefore the frnancial deficit within the programme is around 2 billion euro. The
analysis of the challenges and risks shows that part of the projects under implementation and
a large number of the projects under evaluation will generate a great amount of costs in 2014
and 2015. Measures are taken in order to avoid making mistakes from the current
programming period, into the next. The main goal is to obtain projects ready to be
implemented in the beginning of 2014, unlike the current programming period, when the first
projects were ready in 2010 and 201 1. Minister Karadzhova provides an overview of the past
2.5 years, indicating the overall reform of the programme, the review of the projects in the
water sector, the detailed guidelines for municipalities, the ongoing efrorts by the
municipalities. She noted that while taking the path of large scale reforms ln the programme
the delay was expected, but it was the only true solution for the sound manaeeme;t. The
Minister shared two new approaches for expansion ol'direct aid to projects from ihe Ministry.
The first one will be implemented through JASpERS and is expected by the end of June 2012
to allow at least 10-20 municipalities to benefit from the expertise on the spot this line. The
second approach, approved by the National Association of Mruricipalities in Bulgaria, is the
passage of a limited number of projects under the direct management of the ministry, with
the
active cooperation of the municipalities. The last measure applies to municipalities *ith n,o.ry
projects which have difficulties to distribute their efforts between them. Another measure to
be voted at the meeting is the launch of "quick" projects for recultivation of old municioal
landfrlls. It is expected projects that are at an earlier stage of preparation at the moment, to be
translerred as priority projects for implementation in next programming period. projects are
being prepared in the sectors of Biodiversity and climate ihange. lrainister Karadzho.,ra
thanked all those who contribute to the implementation of projecls that are important for
nature, population and economy of Bulgaria and wished success to this forum.

Mrs. rvelina vasileva gave the floor to Mr. Renaldo Mandmets. Mr. Mandmets sreeted the

panicipants and pointed that the Bulgarian nature is very rich and the country has
rn-any thrngs
to protect now and in the future. He said that the Bulgarian Ministry of environment and
water has made a lot of work and the one common thing in the new member states. the
operational programme Environment is less financially performing operational programmes.
The action plan prepared by the MoEW over a year ago is really good and notei that his
country Estonia has faced almost the same problems. The key faitor fbr success of the
projects-in his opinion is the personal, not the political commitrnent ofthe mayors,
despite the
size of the municipality. He also noted that the municipality of Stara Zago.u h* u ,t o"g
committed team. He mentioned some speculations in the press that the-financial progre"ss of

-a

oPE is not sufficient, and his comment is that opE funding could be .r."d olnly fo.

I

environmental purposes. With regards to the programming process, in his opinion Bulgaria
should not make the same mistake - entering the programming period without projects to be
implemented. He noted that Bulgaria should address challenges such as air pollution and
climate change. He wished to everybody good discussions and wise decisions.
Deputy minister Vasileva thanked Mr. Mandmets and proposed to proceed to the signing of
the contract with Stara Zagon, that will launch the construction of modem water supply and
sewerage network in the city. She congratulated the municipality for the ambition and the
capacity demonstrated and expressed certainty that the project will be completed within its
deadline by the end of2014.

Mrs. Krrsdzhove also congratulated the Municipaliry of Stara Zagoru and the mayor for a
short time achieved success. She said that for the next programming period, a high priority
will be projects that ate relevant to air quality in cities and invited the mayors to collaborate in
this area.

Ms. Vassileva invited the media to a short briefing with the official representatives
announced the closure ofthe open part ofthe meeting.
The working part

and

of the meeting was opened by Mrs. Malina Krumova Director of

Directorate 'Cohesion Policy for Environment" (CPE). She greeted the audienie with the day
of the child and presented the agenda items. After its unanimous adoption Mrs. Krumova
proposed to proceed with the approval of the Eleventh Monitoring committee meeting
Minutes.

The floor was given to Mr. Ivan Andreev, executive director of Bulgarian chamber of
mining and geology. He said he makes no claim to the Minutes and commented on the change
of Mr. Botyo Tabakov for the twelfth meeting of the MC due, to conflict of interest. Mr.
Andreev explained that a letter was received by Deputy Minister Vasileva relating to an
inspection made to the company "BT Engineering Ltd" with the sole owner Mr. Tabakov. The
company was contractor of activity Ns 5 under a technical assistange project "Preparation of
integrated investment project for the improvement and development of and waste
man-agement treatment infrastructure in the municipalities of Panagyurishte and Strelcha",
comniissioned by the municipality of Panagyrrishte, under the Public procurement act (PPA).
The contract is irlo 439 / 4 November 2009. Mr. Andreev added that Mr. Tabakov did not
sisned a declaration of conflict of interests and that tlle contract was concluded six moriths
He
be-fore the llth meeting of the MC, also confirmed by the Panagyurishte municipality.
called for a review of the inspection, and the Ministry to dismiss all accusations against Mr.
Tabakov and to retum him as a member of the MC.
case the violation is the exportation of
information made by Mr. Tabakov, information that was subject of a closed session of the
MC, which violates ihe internal rules of the MC. She said that in case of re-nomination of Mr.
Botyo Tabakov as a representative of Bulgarian Chamber of Mining and Geology, the
secretariat of the MC will review the facts.

Mrs. Krumova made a statement that in this

Mrs. Krumova asked Mr. Andreev, whether the answer is satisfactory at the moment and
having receivgd a positive response from him, she proceeded to the next item on the agenda vote on the draft Minutes of the eleventr meeting of the MC of OPE. In the absence of

comments on the text of the draft Minutes, it was approved unanimously by the members
the MC.

of

She passed to one of the main topics of the agend4 which is the presentation of the Annual
Progress Report ofOPE for 2011. In this respect she gave the floor to Mrs. Irena I)irnitrova,

Senior Expert, "Cohesion Policy for Environment" Directorate.

Mrr. Dimitrova

presented the overall financial progress of the program. The contracted funds
for the period 2007 to 2011 are 1.57 billion BGN and another 0.65 billion were contracted in
the period January-May 2012. T\e overall amount of the absorbed funds by the end of 201 I is
0.39 billion BGN and another 0.05 billion BGN were paied from January to May 2012. Shre
reviewed the overall progress of the program for the priorities 1, 2 and 3. she presented
graphically the contracted and paid funds distribution, also the contracted and paid funds oer
capita in the planning regions in Bulgaria. She identified the difliculties and challenses in the
implementation the program and the measures taken in order to solve them. Mrs. dirn,trouu
tracked the physical progress in the "water", "waste" and "Biodiversity,' sectors and
mentioned the new procedures announced - one in the water sector, for agglomeration
between 2 000 and 10 000 p.e. and 4 in the Biodiversity sector. She also piesented the
progress of the major projects of the municipalities of vratsa, Gabrovo and Sofia (under
implementation) and of the municipalities of plovdiv, Dobrich and Asenovgrad (under

evaluation in the EC).

The chairperson gave the floor to the Head of opE MA Mrs. Malina Krumova to Dresent
tre comments on the Annual Report received prior to the meeting. She noted that comments
were received by the central coordination Unit in council of Ministers, members of the
"council for the Management of EU Funds", which are mostly technical and will be inserted
in the report before sending it to the European commission. Most of these comments came
from National Fund Directorate, Ministry of finance. comments were also received during the
technical meeting and by CCU that the report does not represent actual activities carried out
in 201 1 . Mrs. Krumova answered that it is a stylistic pioblem and MA will endeavor ro
distinguish the cumulative progress ol the program for the period 2007 - 201l,lrom those
who actually carried out in 20i I to reflect the fu extent that this is an annual report.

The floor was given to Mr. Kiril Tashev, representative of the Executive Agency
for
Forestry (EFA). He congratulated the Ministry, the MA and IB of opE -for
their
professionalism and responsible attitude to the beneficiaries to implement the
objectives of
the oPE and mentioned that the projects that will implemented by tire Forestry
AgJncy under
the last procedue related to the implementation of aJtivities for
ilanning and maiagement of
natural parks, are about 30. Mr. Tashev noted that this is a huge financial ."rou.."fhut
th.."
will be_a need to the Forestry Agency to enswe so-called bridge financing, b""aur.'aft.,
th"
separation of state forest hunting, their financial resources is significant'iy
reduced. In this

regard, he called for reducing the time for verification,

The floor was given to Mrs. yoana Hristova, Head of the IB of opE.
She asked to clarif
the specific structures, whose requests for funds are delayed fbr verification
and undertook to
inform the MC members in case of delay and the reasons therefore. stre exptainea
tfrat ttre
reasons for the delay in verification are the absence of documents or
technical enors,
associaled with the completion of the requests for funds. Mrs. Hristova
noted that the deadline
for. verihcation of the new procedures ii one month; otherwise the
Ministry of Environment
and Water must pay interests.

Mrs. Vassileva ensured that efforts are made to perform faster verification and said that this
cannot be addressed as a problem, but as something concrete to discuss with Mrs. Hristova
and asked that information to be provided to all members of the committee.

The floor for comment was given to the representrtive of "Bluelink" f,'oundation Mrr.
Keterina Rakovskr, who retumed to her question from the previous meeting conceming the
availability of firnds for Axis 3 "Biodiversity" and the possibility to announce new procedures
in this sector. Ms. Vassileva said that the projects are at the final stage of evaluation, some of
them are out of evaluation and expressed hope that soon contracted funds under this priority
axis will be clear.

Mr. George Spirou thanked for the good quality of the report and noted the presence of some
linguistic enors in the English version, which . should be removed by the Monitoring
Committee Secretariat to have a perfect conespondence between the English and Bulgarian
report. Ms. Vassileva ensure that linguistic inaccuracies of the translation of the document
from Bulgarian into English will be cleared and because of the absence of other comments,
she suggested to vote the Annual Progress Report for 2011 of OPE and it was approved by
consensus of members the MC.

The Cheirperson of the MC moved to the next item on the agenda and gave the floor to
Mrs. Yoana Flristova, to present the conclusions of the IB, regarding the evaluation ofproject
proposals. Mrs. Hristova put in a brief presentation the basics of direct grant within the
priority axes I and 2.
She presented the number and the amount

of the project proposals submitted for evaluation
and the already evaluated ones. The Head of the IB identified the main challenges and
weaknesses when it comes to submit the project proposals. She presented the average hours of
work of the Expert Working Group (EWG) to evaluate the project proposal and the average
time that the beneficiary needs to reflect comments from BWG under Axis 1 "Water" - for
agglomerations above 10,000 p.e. and Axis 2 "Waste". Mrs. Hristova said that it was time to
make a good financial analysis in order to indicate the projects that can enter in the cunent
programming period and the ones that will be ready for the next, due to the inability to
generate costs for the current one.

Mrs. Vassileva made a comment about the possibility of having rejected projects at the end
of the evaluation process and approved projects with a decision to be funded during the next
programming period. She noted that this allows the possibility for cost generation from the
beginning of2014.
Mrs. Vassileva gave the floor to Mrs. Malina Krumovr to systematize the information
conceming what is the current situation with the contracting under the OP.
She explained that the risk of grant contracting for the implementation of certain projects,
ofthe intemal
evaluation of the operational pro$am, explaining that it covers not only the evaluation of
proposals, but also all processes in the frame. Mrs. Krumova focused on the conclusions of
the evaluation itself and noted that efforts will be directed towards enhanced support for the
process of preparing and implementing project proposals and to simplif' and expedite the
evaluation process. The Head of MA illustrated graphically the correlation between the
amount of funds contracted, evaluated and paid, and the total budget in the Water, Waste
does not mean that these funds are absorbed. She presented the main findings

-

and Biodiversity sectors. She noted that completed projects that have generated costs are
extremely low number. Mrs. Krumova noted that OPE was able to dedicate funds in order to
achieve compliance with the objectives of the Directive 91/271IEEC. The Head of the MA
presented the need to conhact funds over the budget, in order to ensure maximum absorption
ofEU funds in the current programming period and a strong start in the next one.

Mrs. Vassileva thanked and gave the floor for comments and questions.

Mr. George Spirou

noted that the situation with the OPE progress is not unusual in the
structural funds. He reminded that the deadline for completion ofthe program and the chance
for Bulgaria to absorb is by the end of2015. Mr. Spirou commented the use ofthe term "over
contracting" and "over booking" funds from the program. He underlined the difficult task of
MA to control the management of projects, using the metaphor of a control tower, which is
responsible that all airplanes that take offwill be able to land without break. He reminded that
the deadline for completion of the projects is 2015 and that uncompleted projects won't be
suitable and won't be eligible for funding during the next programming period. He called not
to start projects that cannot be physically completed by the deadline because of the risk on
one side for the project and on another lor the national budget.

Mrs. Vassileva thanked Mr. Spirou for the advices, based on his longtime experience and
knowledge of the processes. She said that is pending a comprehensive analysis of the
possibilities of landing all airylains by the end of 2015.

Following a coffee break, the MC Chairperson gave the floor to Mr. Emil Savov, deputy
chairman of the National Association of Municipalities in Bulgaria O{AMRB) to briefly state
the performance of municipalities at the moment and in particular the impressions of the
Association from the evaluation process of proj ect proposals. He noted that some of the
previous presentations gave him the opportunity to take the floor, paying attention that cannot
be compared the hours when experts read and evaluate the proposals and the time needed to
reflect comments from the mruricipalities. Mr. Savov said that municipalities are "selfgoveming communities" with their ovrn work rules, which means that the removal of
comments requires at least talk with contractors who do not always agree to reflect the
changes requested and, on the other hand, major changes require coordination with the
municipal council. ln this sense, the work time of thg experts who evaluate and the time of the
municipalities to remove comments cannot be compared. He appealed not to create conditions
of confrontation, but to work in one direction, because the goals are common.
specialist in municipal finance, Mr. Savov, pointed out that
especially recently, there is fear in the municipalities of the implementation of projects under
OPE. Under the contracts executed at the moment, the co-financing due of municipalities is
236 MBGN, which must be granted by the beneficiaries at the end of the project. There are
also another 31 MBGN financial corrections which require additional resources. Mr. Savov
noted that since 2008 when the municipalities have taken a decision on implementation of
projects, their budgets have decreased totally with I billion BGN as a result of the crisis. The
reduction in their income is 700 MBGN, while the remaining 300 MBGN are due to update at
the national budget in 2010. In case the decision was taken and the payments should be made,
are in a different context. also the Water Sector Reform in 2009 has to be taken into
consideration. The entry into force of the new Water Act will make the new facilities, in
which the municipalities invests and local taxpayers state property. These conditions should
be considered at the time when progress is reviewed, the evaluation is made, when

From the standpoint

of a

opportunities are reviewed and there are incentives for the government to accelerate and
complete its work as a whole.
The floor was given to Mn. Irena Petkova - representative of the Regional Government
of Sofia region rnd Southwest Planning Region (SWPR). She noted that participants are
familiar with the problems of municipalities and expressed her gratitude to the OPE teams for
their cooperation. Mrs. Petkova shared her personal impressions ofthe assistance provided by
experts of the programme to the municipal representatives. She recommended the
municipalities to monitor more strictly the correspondence, not to hust excessively the
consultants, because it sometimes leads to dramatic deviations. The SWPR representative
added that find gaps by municipalities can be found when it comes to observation of
recommendations and steps in the process ofproject preparation.

The Chairperson of MC thanked for the comments from the beneficiaries' representatives
and noted that the problemi are largely aware by the committee members, are analyzed in the
Arurual Progress Report 201 1. There are a lot of efforts to overcome the challenges together.

Deputy Minister Vasileva again stated the govemment position, whereby with the
municipalities the work is in partnership, and this is the only way to move forward the
operational programme. The Chairperson pointed out that the OPE is performed also in the
context of extemal factors which cannot be influenced, as the financial crisis, as the delayed
reform in the water sector, for which the will of the govemment is to implement it. She
expressed her hope that the initiative of the Ministry of Regional Development and Public
Works will be implemented to clear the picture in the next programming period. Mrs.
Vasileva noted that in the presentation there was more a statement of facts and statistics,
rather than allegations. That showed the need to strengthen the capacity at all levels, including
consultants, supervisors and all the participants involved in the process.

The floorrvas given for comment to Mrs. Ilristova - Ileed of the Intermediate Body. She
explained that the idea of the presentation was rather to demonstrate that municipalities are
the "fuel" for the progtamme and if there are obstacles to the implementation, they should be
removed promptly. In this regard, she stated that the OPE is probably the only programme
that provides daily consultations, even during the evaluation of proposals, in order for it to
pass quickly and efficiently and to ensure easier implementation subsequently. Mrs. Hristova
expressed her will to be informed if during the working group meetings with beneficiaries
there is a problem that could provoke delay.

Mr. Mandnets who spoked first about the water sector
reform, which he defined as important not only for Bulgaria but also for the EC
The floor, for some short notes, took

representatives, because currently the system doesn't function properly. He added that this
will be one of the preconditions for the next programming period. Investments in the sector
cannot continue unless the systems and frameworks in the field ate at a good level.
conceming the quality of the experts, they also will take part, because in the past they didn't
had experience with such large projects, but he hoped that this will be overcome with time,
trainings are provided and experience and lessons leamed are passed on. Unfortunately,
economic crisis has affected all countries and it is unclear when it will end. At the same time,
some municipalities do better than others, and those who feel insecure may address them, an
approach that Mr. Mandmets encouraged. He noted that it is aware that the Association of
Municipalities has already done a lot in this direction, as in other areas and promote their
work in this soirit.

if

The foor was taken by Ms. Asya Dobrudzhalieva representative of the Association of
Ecologirtr of Municipalities in Bulgaria, who agreed with Mr. Savov, but admitted that the
municipalities have weaknesses in the preparation and project management. In this connection
she proposed to increase training for beneficiaries who are "significantly less" than those of
employees in the programme. In particular, she suggested organizing training on how to work
with the programme "Project Management". She added that project management is a
"science" and should be studied and applied. According to Mrs. Dobrudzhalieva this process
is underestimated, so she offered in the remaining period until the end of the year to provide
training on "Project Management" under the technical assistance, compulsory for the
benefi ciaries of contracts.
The Chairperson of the MC determined the proposal as constructive and said that will be
taken into account.

After depletion of the comments Mrs. Vassileva passed to the next agenda iten and gave
the floor to Mrs. Svetla Ivanovq State Expert at CPED to provide the anendments of
the OP, regarding adding EMEPA @nteraise for Management of Environmental
Protection Activities) as a beneficiary under the programme.
She briefly presented the reasons for the amendment. The enterprise is a structure within the
Ministry of Environment and water and its activities are largely in accordance with the
priorities of the oPE in the sectors of water, waste and biodiversity. It's not to be sneezed the
expertise already built in the enterprise in areas supported by the programme.

Adding EMEPA as a beneficiary of the three axes of the program optimizarion and
simplification of the application process and the consolidation of financial flows will be
achieved.

The floor for comment took Mrr. Asya Dobrrrdzhalieva, who marked her firll support for the
proposal, especially with regard to priority axis 2, where financial assistance wiil be toO%
grant for municipalities. She paid attention that she had not seen a justification to include
EMEPA as a beneficiary under Axis 1 and 3 and she asked for clarification.

Mrs. Krumova, head of the MA of oPE, clarified, explaining that this proposal consists of
two elements: 1. EMEPA to become a beneficiary of all axes and 2. closure of landfills and
approval ofthe criteria to be presented in the next item on the agenda. The reason that there rs
no detailed justification for axes I and 3 is that the concept ofthem is under elaroboration and
the exact criteria are not formulated currently. The occasion is used to change the programme
by adding EMEPA as a new beneficiary to make it at the three axes simultaneously, regarding
that the enterprise is in the three priority areas ofthe OpE.

Mrs. Krumova added that to the members of the MC will be provided a concept and criteria
for axis I and 3 for reconciliation as soon as they are ready.
The floor for comment was given to Mr. George Spirou, which determined the idea to
establish mechanisms for rapid absorption as excellent. He highlighted that in the document
should be added clarification on public and non-profit nature of the EMEPA. He added that ir
should be explored the familiarity of EMEpA with the techniques of enterprise conrrol and
audit of the Directorate General "Regional Development,' and the European Court of Auditors

and the possible need for training or additional information for the specifics of this type
inspection.

of

Mrs. Vasileva accepted the comment to indicate the status of EMEPA in the document'
Regarding the capacity, the Chairperson noted that in recent years, it has significantly
increased as a result of numerous inspections and audits.

It is built a good management and control system, clear rules and criteria, complete

transparency in the work of the enterprise. In addition, as part of the procedure for project
proposal evaluation, it is liable to risk analysis, and subsequently, inspections of the process
of project implementation.

*Mrnagement of water'
The floor was given to Mr. Georgi Ivmov, Representative of
Department, who asked a question about the procedure for submission of project proposals,
whether will be in accordance with OPE or EMEPA rules'
The floor for response was given to Mrs, Krumova, who noted, that at present there is only
clarity on the scheme undei the closure and rehabilitation of landfills. She added, that the
r.*ing of inclusion of EMEPA as a beneficiary is using of the establish'ed mechanism. The
tunding requirements of the Enterprise, will only be improved, on purpose to correspond to
those under the Operational programme without adding exha burden to the system'
The floor for a question was given to Mrs. Katerina Rakovska, representative of Bluelink
Foundation. Sh- requested for more clarity regarding the measures on the third axis.

Mrs. Krumova explained, that EMEPA is an enterprise, the main goal of which is to finance
such projects undei axis 3. The fact that EMEPA is going to become a beneficiary is rather a
technicai issue and will not replace the traditional beneficiaries on any of the axes. As an
example, the head of MA gave priority axis 2, where the final recipients and users continue to
be the municipalities responsible for the landfills closure. The funds will be channelled
through EMEPA. This way the mechanism that is familiar to the beneficiaries and is already
eshblished can be maintained. Also, synergy can be reached as well as complementarity of
national and European funding. This principle will also be applied to the other priority axes'

Mrs. Vasileva added that the goal is to integrate and mobilize all available 'forces'

and

capacities for a sooner absorption, without prejudice to benefits for all beneficiaries. EMEPA
is an instrument that can accelerate the process of generating payments.

Deputy Minister Vasileva gave the floor to Mrs. Svetla lvanova, to present the evaluation
criteria concerning the procidure to provide a grant to EMEPA for landfills closure. The
Chairperson drew atteniion, that this measure allows a faster absorption of the funds for
signidcant piojects, Mrs. Ivanova presented the analysis and grounds for the proposed
criteria. She noted that after entry in to force of the Council of Ministers Decree (Decree No
209), the Enterprise has submitted 59 applications for closure of landfills, which are not in
compliance witir the legal requirements. Of those, 29 are approved, and 29 (for 65 lr{BGN)
are waiting for approval. By the end of 2013 30 more applications worth about 20 MBGN are
expected to b" .ubritt"d. In this context the indicative value of the procedure for EMEPA
beneficiary would be around 90 MBGN. Mrs. Ivanova reviewed the nine criteria for project
selection, which upon approval will be applied to the EMEPA:

,i

1.
2.

All required documents are submitted.
Mechanisms for technical and environmental evaluation of the activities

are

foreseen.

3.

The activities to be funded in accordance with the National waste management
programme.
The requested grant, only will furding eligible expenses.
The project budget isjustified and in accordance with the intended activities.
The grant amount corresponds to the defined in the procedure.
7. Indicative timetable for the project has been submitted, corresponding to the period of
eligibility ofexpenditures under the program
costs claimed for reimbursement under the project axe not financed by another
project, program or scheme, financed by public funds, national budget and / or the EC
budget.
The applicant has provided a source of funding for non-eligible project costs
not covered by the operational program.

4.
5.
6.
8.

9.

The floor was given to Mr. savov, vice president of NAMRB, who expressed support
of the
Association for adding EMEPA as an eligible beneficiary under the programme. He wishsd
to
clarifr the status of municipalities within the project because the propos-ed document makes it
clear, that they will be "clie-nts' of the Enterprise (and not benefrciaries under opE). The
direct beneficiary will be EMEpA. The representative of NAMRB gave suggestion and
insisted on the establishment of criteria for objectivity and transparenct in thJiork
of the
Enterprise in evaluating the project proposals, with regard to the determined funds
amount.
The floor for response took Mrs.vasileva, who confirmed that the final beneficiary
of the aid
be municipalities, but the applicant organization and one that the program will
work is

will

EMEPA. This will facilitate the municipalities, who are familiar witltr tie mechanism
by
which funds fiom the Enterprise are allocates under Decree No 209 and release administrative
resources to be redirected to other projects under the program. she
thanked the
recommendations and added that it will be considered as regardlo transparency
work of
EMEPA - the detailed instmctions and rules will be develop.

The head of MA, Mrs. Krumova, took the floor to clarify that the proposal can be
formulated by introducing the requirements for EMEpA in its work o" ttis p.oiea
noiio u"
confused with the criteria for evaluation of the project proposal itself. Mrs.-Krumova
added
that the described scheme is.almost ready and hoped that it soon will become
a fact, with
which to start the actual implementation and absorption. controls are set to ;nsure
implementation of the EMEPA,
the prcgrarnme rules, incl. to evaluate pro;ects in a
transparent and objective manner,'nder
which will be written explicitly.

municipalities and members of.the Monitoring committee
even after the meeting to provide them.

*to

Mrs. Krumova invited all
huu. proposals in this regard,

lh1 flool-was given ro representative of the union for Econonic rnitiative- Mr. Boyan
Hristov. He suggested under the point "Amendment of the opE regarding to aaaing-errrrEle
as direct beneficiary, to be replaced with the text "on closure the landfilis"
based 6n the f-aci

that the concept for the entire programme is not ready yet.

Mrs. vssileva noted that the suggestion is principle, to permit the programme to
use EMEpA
as an additional tool to supplement the capacity and opport'nities for-rapid
uu*[ti* or trr"
funds. This would benefit all parties. In this meaning thi proposal ..presentation

"iJ "pp.*r

of

amendment of OPE: adding EMEPA as beneficiary under OPE" is a principle one, and
the suggestion under point "Presentation and approval of evaluation criteria in relation to
procedure for grant award to EMEPA for closure of landfrlls" describes in detail the
mechanism for allocation of funds.

Mr. Ilristov insisted, there is no clarity about ideas for the entire proglamme and therefore
approval of the EMEPA as a beneficiary in this framework is inational'
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Mrs, Krumova explained that the defining of municipality or EMEPA as a beneficiary does
not mean that they will receive funding. In the text of the programme for each axis different
types of beneficiaries are listed. The proposal is only to supplement the EMEPA to them- She
*ia tf,ut the specific criteria for funding under PA 1 and 3 are not ready yet. She noted that
any amendment to the programme shali be submitted to the Commission and must have the
approval of MC. Mrs. Krumova added that if the MC members agree with the proposal of Mr.
Savov, it will be accepted.
The floor was given to Mr. Ivan Andreev, representative of Bulgarian chamber of mining
and geology. He expressed support ofthe Chamber for the proposal to determine EMEPA as a
conc-rete bineficiary in relation with the words of Mr. Spirou, that money should be absorbed
by the end of 2013. Mr. Andreev expressed concem how the proposal is consistent with the
Spatial plaruring act. He also asked how they will perform recultivation actions, monitoring
for 30 years ahead, etc.

Mrs. Vasileva noted that this is a working mechanism established in 2009 when Decree 209
wasadopted. Recultivation activities are carried out by municipalities in accordance with the
law, foliowing the provisions of the Spatial planning act and the Ordinance for recultivation,
which mentions how to perform recultivation, fully consistent with the law. Part of the
requirements for approval of proposals is their compliance with the law'
The Chairperson suggested voting the document for determine EMEPA as a beneficiary under
evaluation criteria in relation to the procedure for
the programme
-providing and the mechanism and the
glant to the EMEPA for closure of landhlls. with one vote against the
the
documents was approved.

The chairperson proceeded with the next point form the Agenda - Presentation of
conception for programming of the next programming period. The floor las grven to
Mrs. Anastasiya Grozdanova, chief expert in Cohesion policy for environment Directorate.
she introduced the topic of programming and integration of environmental policy for funds
for a common strategic framework in the next programming period. Under preparation is
establishment of rules for the effective implementation of cohesion policy in the environment
sector. The efforts are oriented towards simplification, legislative changes, and state aid
schemes. Mrs. Grozdanova presented the indicative priorities of the OPE for the period 20142020:

1.

Improvement and development of infrastructure for water and wastewater and
implementation of measures set out in management plans for flood risk.
Preservationandrestorationofbiodiversity
lmproving waste management, efftcient use of resources
Adaptation and combat climate change

2.
3.
4.

At the end of March 2012 MA of OPE formed interdepartmental working group that aims to
develop measures that can be integrated into operational programs, which is the commitment
ofthe Bulgarian state. The document is in the process of reconciliation.
The chairperson of the MC thanked for the presentation and looked forward more proposals
from members of the Monitoring committee in relation to work in the next programming
period.
The floor was given to Mrs. snezhana smilovrka, representative of central coordination
Unit in Council of Ministers. She proposed to follow the priorities that can be complemented
by national funds awarded in the environmental programmes of other donors. Mrs. Smilovska
noted that it is very important and fundamental policy of the EC - to look for maximum effect.
She described the idea for EMEPA very good, promoted the involvement of other strucures
such as beneficiaries.

The floor was given to

Mr.

Kir

Tashev, representative of tr'orestry Agency, who
congratulated the representatives ofthe OPE for the presentation ofthe priorities for the next
programming period. He expressed willingness to participate in the interdepartmental
working goup to discuss the forthcoming programming period, if such forms. Mr. Tashev
also supported the addition of EMEPA as a beneficiary.

The Head of the MA answered that intemal working group is different from that for the
operational programme. Invitations were sent perhaps to the Ministry of Agriculture and
Food, not to the Agency directly, but this will be verified, taking into accouni the statutory
restrictions on the working group. The establishment of the interdepartmental group aims to
integrate policies on environment and climate in all operational programmes
-d inu"rt."nt
measlues for the overall strategic framework. The work is completed and agreed
within the
Ministry, and then it will go to interdepartmental coordination. M.s. Krumoia added that all
beneficiaries of this programme period will be engaged in the extraction oflessons leamed.
The floor was given to Mrs. Iliana Pavlova, a representative of the Bulgarian Industrial
Association. She offered in the future operational programme to provide activities the
business, which could also contribute to the operational programme.

Ms. Vasileva thanked for the offer, describing it
management's plans.

as

timely and added that it is in line with

Ms. Krumova also thanked for the proposal and although it is early for further details said that
this possibility will be analyzed based on the experience to the moment. She added rhat the
draft of the new regulations give more ways to provide resources: financial engineering,
refundable aid, subsidized loans, etc., whose business is naturally addressed. Mrs. "Krumuua
added that the website has a section for programing and invited all members to provide
input
on this subject.

The chairperson gave the floor to Mrs. Daniela petkova, representative

of the
municipality of valchi Dol, Director of "rnvestment policy and proj-ects', Deprrtment to
present irnplementation and results of the water project of Vdchi liol. Repre^sentatives
of
the.municipality received special congratulations from Mrs. Vasiieva, which identified
tne
projecl a9 an example of good practice in the sector. Mrs. vasileva congratulated
the
municipality, paying attention that Municipaliry of valchi Dol has submitLd feasibilitv
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studies under the procedure in the water sector for agglomerations between 2 000 to l0 000
p.e. and has undertaken a serious responsibility to be a leading municipality for the project for
regional system for waste management in Provadia region. The municipality received
congratulations for the responsible approach that takes.

Mrs. Petkova thanked for voting trust on behalf of the municipality.

Deputy Minister Vasileva gave the floor to Mn Nikolay Nedyalkov, Ilead of "Nltun
2000il Unit in the "National nature protection service" Department to present the biggest
projects under priority axis 3 "Mapping and identification of conservation status of natural
habitats and species - Phase I ". Mr. Nedyalkov briefly present the progress achieved under
the project. The investment is about 26 MBGN.

Mrs. Vasileva thanked Mr. Nedyalkov for the presentation and proceeded to closing to
meeting. She thanked all participants in the meeting that once again devoted time and
attention to the operational programme "Environment", thanked for
comments, the
suggestions and the active panicipation before and during the meeting

the session.

Approved by:
deputy minister and
Chairperson of the MC/

